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1 Assessment of heritage value 

1.1.1 Table 1-1 and Table 1-2 below present the value of the key designated and non-designated heritage assets identified 
as part of the assessment to support Chapter 6 (Cultural Heritage) of the Environmental Statement (ES) 
(TR010065/APP/6.1).  

1.1.2 A gazetteer containing a detailed description of all heritage assets identified within the Scheme study area, alongside 
drawings showing the location of the assets are contained within Appendix A and B of Appendix 6.1 (Cultural Heritage 
Desk Based Assessment) (DBA) of the ES Appendices (TR010065/APP/6.3). The assessment detailing which assets 
have been identified as key heritage assets, including an explanation for the decision, is included in Appendix C of 
Appendix 6.1 (Cultural Heritage DBA) of the ES Appendices (TR010065/APP/6.3). 

Table 1-1: Assessment of heritage value for key designated cultural heritage assets within the Scheme study area 
MM no. NHLE/HER 

No(s). 
Name Designation Description of value Value / 

sensitivity 

MM001 1003474 Newark Castle Scheduled 
Monument 

Dual designated as a scheduled monument and grade I listed 
building, with associated registered park and garden. The 
designations cover the ruined remains of an episcopal castle of the 
Bishops of Lincoln (1135-39) on the site of a Norman motte and 
bailey castle, with evidence of occupation since the prehistoric 
period. It is one of only 150 such residences to have been identified 
in England. It has been designated for reasons of architectural 
interest, craftsmanship, innovation, survival, rarity, and historical 
associations and interest - among other reasons. With prominent 
views both to and from the castle, it retains a strategic position and 
importance within and surrounding Newark. Its immediate setting 
on the river front remains prominent, but is now surrounded by later 
industrial and economic infrastructure (river, rail and road) and the 
commercial and residential character of the town. Its setting, 
though altered, continues to contribute to its value.  

High 

MM007 1016046 Civil War redoubt 
550m south-east 

Scheduled 
Monument 

Newark was a key Civil War garrison held by the Royalists 1642 
until it surrendered on the orders of the King in 1646. The town was 

High 
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MM no. NHLE/HER 
No(s). 

Name Designation Description of value Value / 
sensitivity 

of Valley Farm surrounded by a series of offensive and defensive fieldworks, many 
of which survive to the present day. They are the most impressive 
surviving collection of such works in England; not only do extensive 
remains survive, but the whole system is recorded on two nearly 
contemporary plans, one by a Royalist engineer, the other by a 
Parliamentarian. They thus provide a unique opportunity for the 
study of the field engineering of the Civil War. All surviving 
examples of the Newark siegeworks are identified to be nationally 
important. The remains of the redoubt 550m south-east of Valley 
Farm survive particularly well as a series of substantial earthworks 
and will retain significant archaeological potential in the form of 
buried deposits. As a result of both the survival of historical 
documentation and subsequent archaeological survey, the redoubt 
will contribute particularly to understanding of the final siege of 
Newark. The monument is one of several redoubts constructed by 
the Scots who comprised part of the besieging Parliamentarian 
forces during the final siege of Newark between November 1645 
and May 1646. A contemporary plan recording the fieldworks of the 
Parliamentarians clearly shows the monument and attributes it to 
the Scots. The plan also depicts an artillery piece on one corner of 
the redoubt. Both this and the location of the surviving platform 
upon the ramparts suggest that in part at least, the redoubt was 
designed to provide a clear field of fire over the Great North Road, 
the 17th century course of which is preserved in adjacent field 
boundaries. 

MM009 1016048 Civil War redoubt 
680m north-west 
of Dairy Farm 

Scheduled 
Monument 

As above. This monument is referred to in contemporary plans as 
`The Sconce at Stoke Lodge' and describing it as `a flanked redout 
of the Scots by the Red lodge'. The lodge referred to was 
apparently a medieval moated house immediately to the north-west 
of the sconce. The lodge is the subject of a separate scheduling. 
The arrangement of the demi-bastions and the location of the 
monument suggest that it was designed to protect the fording point 
across the Old Trent Dyke near the Red lodge and also to enfilade 

High 
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MM no. NHLE/HER 
No(s). 

Name Designation Description of value Value / 
sensitivity 

the Kelham Road and the approach to a large Scots encampment 
known as `Edinburgh' depicted on a contemporary plan. As such Its 
setting remains largely unaltered, legible and important in its 
contribution to the value of the asset. The relationship between the 
monument and its strategic position within the landscape remains 
unchanged. Its setting therefore continues to contribute to its value.  

MM012 1016051 Moated site 750m 
north-west of 
Dairy Farm 

Scheduled 
Monument 

As above. This monument is the site of the Red or Stoke Lodge. A 
house named the Red Lodge is clearly depicted and named on a 
contemporary plan recording the fieldworks of the Parliamentarian 
forces besieging Newark during the Civil War. A second 
contemporary document of Royalist origins also records the 
existence of a house, referring to it as Stoke Lodge. Despite the 
differing names, both sources mention the house in reference to an 
adjacent Parliamentarian redoubt. Identical map locations and the 
survival of such a redoubt 50m south-east of the monument 
suggests that the Stoke and Red Lodges were one and the same. 
Archaeological field survey in the 1960s confirmed the exact 
location and dimensions of the house, the foundations of which 
were then clearly visible in the north-west corner of the platform. 
The surrounding moat was also clearly defined. Field survey and 
aerial photography also revealed the existence of a field track 
running parallel with and immediately beyond the western side of 
the moat from the Kelham Road to the Old Trent Dyke. This 
trackway was also clearly depicted on the contemporary 
Parliamentarian plan, leading eventually to a large fort described as 
`a worke of the Scots pallisadoed about'. 
References to the monument and its depiction in Civil War plans 
indicate that it was a prominent landmark in the contemporary 
landscape, almost certainly extant before the war and possibly of 
medieval origins. The location of the monument in close proximity 
to the Kelham Road and a fording point across the Old Trent Dyke, 
in addition to the construction of a Parliamentarian redoubt 
adjacent to it, is indicative of the tactical importance of the site 

High 
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MM no. NHLE/HER 
No(s). 

Name Designation Description of value Value / 
sensitivity 

during the Civil War. On the northern side of the site the moat has 
been disturbed and partly destroyed by a modern field drain, while 
on the eastern side it has been obscured by an old field boundary 
and adjacent trackway. The remains of the moated site survive 
reasonably well despite plough degradation and will retain 
significant archaeological potential in the form of buried deposits. 
They offer a useful insight into a smaller, perhaps less prestigious, 
but nonetheless functional moated site. As a result of the survival of 
historical documentation, subsequent archaeological survey and 
the apparent strategic importance of the house and moat in relation 
to the Kelham Road, a fording point across the Old Trent Dyke and 
the construction of nearby Civil War forts, the remains will also 
contribute particularly to understanding of the Civil War sieges of 
Newark. Its setting remains largely unaltered, legible and important 
in its contribution to the value of the asset. The relationship 
between the monument and its strategic position within the 
landscape remains unchanged. Its setting therefore continues to 
contribute to its value.  

MM018 1045982 Kelham Hall Grade I Listed 
Building 

The asset is a grade I country house in the Gothic Revival style 
designed by Sir George Gilbert Scott (1859 - 61), built in a fireproof 
design with iron and concrete structure. A service range in the 
Renaissance revival style was designed by A Salvin. It is co-
located with listed assets within the grounds, the nearby church 
and the settlement of Kelham. It sits within associated gardens and 
wider rural setting, which form its setting and contribute to the value 
and value of the asset.  

High 

MM019 1046008 Church of St 
Michael 

Grade I Listed 
Building 

Parish church of the 12th - 19th centuries with high architectural and 
historic values. Its proximity to the river and rural, agricultural 
setting contributes positively to ways in which the church is 
experienced and valued and understood, in terms of its relationship 
with the community it serves.  

High 

MM020 1196278 Remains of 
Newark Castle 

Grade I Listed 
Building 

See MM001 High 
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MM no. NHLE/HER 
No(s). 

Name Designation Description of value Value / 
sensitivity 

MM024 1302213 Church of St 
Wilfrid 

Grade I Listed 
Building 

Parish church of the 14th, 15th and 18th century. High architectural 
and historic value is attributed to the church and its sits within a 
corner of the extensive grounds of Kelham Hall, with numerous 
mature trees. Its garden location, and rural setting remain legible 
and largely unaltered. As such this contributes to its interest and 
value.  

High 

MM025 1045983 Gazebo and 
garden wall at 
Kelham Hall 

Grade II* Listed 
Building 

High architectural and historic value. Its setting within, and 
boundary to Kelham Hall gardens contributes greatly to its value.  

High 

MM026 1046033 Langford Hall Grade II* Listed 
Building 

Late 18th century country house by John Carr of York for the 
Duncombe’s. with high architectural and historic interest. 
Duncombe Esq and associated house are noted on a 1771 map of 
Nottinghamshire. Parkland trees and long estate driveway are 
indicated in later maps and continue to survive in the current 
landscape. This immediate setting and access contribute to its 
value.  

High 

MM030 1196290 Kiln Warehouse Grade II* Listed 
Building 

Mid-19th century maltings now warehouse with late 20th century 
alterations. Values are derived from its architectural value as an 
early example of mass concrete construction and the brewing 
industry. Its position on the riverfront is significant and forms and 
important part of its setting.  

High 

MM038 1297721 Concrete 
Footbridge 
across River 
Trent 

Grade II* Listed 
Building 

Striking early example of the structural use of reinforced concrete. 
Elegant and simple, it connects the towpath from one riverbank to 
the other. Its immediate position over the River Trent forms its 
setting and is intrinsic to its value. Its proximity to road and railway 
also contributes to its historic interest as indicative of the 
progression of transport throughout the industrial era.  

High 

MM039 1323680 Winthorpe Bridge 
Carrying Bypass 
over River Trent 

Grade II* Listed 
Building 

Architectural and technical values as a 1960s bridge with pre-
stressed concrete structure, and reinforced concrete piers and 
abutments. Historic interest as part of 20th century road 
infrastructure, across the River Trent.  

High 

MM043 1045944 Former Monastic 
buildings 

Grade II Listed 
Building 

Architectural, historic, social and communal value as former 
monastery, designed 1927-29 by Charles Clayton Thompson. Brick 

High 
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MM no. NHLE/HER 
No(s). 

Name Designation Description of value Value / 
sensitivity 

adjoining Kelham 
Hall 

and concrete with large, unusual, concrete dome (62 feet across 
and 68 feet high) - reputedly the second largest concrete dome in 
England. Group value with Kelham Hall and sharing its setting.  

MM045 1045984 Garden boundary 
wall at Kelham 
Hall 

Grade II Listed 
Building 

Values derived from its architectural merit and associations with 
Kelham Hall. Its immediate setting is the garden and river front, 
which contributes to its setting as it forms a boundary between the 
two.  

High 

MM049 1045988 Kelham Bridge Grade II Listed 
Building 

Built in 1857. Brick with ashlar dressings. Architectural value, and 
historic interest as a mid-19th century replacement for an earlier 
wood and iron bridge destroyed by a huge block of ice in 1855. Has 
group value with Kelham Hall by virtue of proximity and similar 
materials.  

High 

MM052 1045998 Conservatory at 
The Grove 

Grade II Listed 
Building 

Late 19th century wood and glass garden conservatory. Arched 
panes. Rear brick wall of the conservatory formed from garden 
wall. Has group value with The Grove.  

High 

MM053 1045999 Lowwood Grade II Listed 
Building 

Late 18th century house with attractive brick detailing and unusual 
porch. Architectural and historic values. Date stone with unusual 
reference to two siblings aged 10 & 11 years who laid the 
foundation stone of the house.  

High 

MM059 1046034 Coach House, to 
the west of the 
Stables, at 
Langford Hall 

Grade II Listed 
Building 

Associated with Langford Hall (MM026 above) and probably by the 
same architect. C1780/90. Values derived from its architectural and 
historic interests as indicative of the size and importance of the 
estate and household.  

High 

MM061 1178591 Stables, to the 
west of Langford 
Hall 

Grade II Listed 
Building 

Associated with Langford Hall (MM026 above) and probably by the 
same architect. C1780/90. Values derived from its architectural and 
historic interests as indicative of the size and importance of the 
estate and household. Converted to offices 1997 

High 

MM062 1178819 The Grove Grade II Listed 
Building 

Late 18th century small country house of rendered brick. 
Architectural and historic values. Sits within identifiable remains of 
its wider designed garden. Stable block survives to the rear, but 
unclear if this remains in the same ownership. Its setting remains 
altered, but readable and contributes to its value.  

High 

MM065 1178868 Seven Garden Grade II Listed Architectural and historic interest. Values derived from their High 
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MM no. NHLE/HER 
No(s). 

Name Designation Description of value Value / 
sensitivity 

Urns at Kelham 
Hall 

Building association with Kelham Hall and their setting within its gardens.  

MM068 1178966 Thirty-six railing 
piers at Kelham 
Hall 

Grade II Listed 
Building 

Architectural and historic interest. Values derived from their 
association with Kelham Hall and their setting within its gardens.  

High  

MM139 1196287 Farndon Windmill Grade II Listed 
Building 

Architectural and historic interest. Values derived as evidence of 
original use and function as a corn mill, and therefore local industry 
and economy. Loss of historic associated buildings, and now 
secluded by mature trees, where once it would have been exposed 
to wind. However, wider rural setting remains largely unaltered.  

High 

MM141 1196289 Causeway 
Arches 650 
metres north-
west of Level 
Crossing 

Grade II Listed 
Building 

Part of a 1770 causeway, designed by John Smeaton to carry the 
great North Road across the flood plain of the Trent. Known as 
Smeaton's Arches. Brick with stone coping and 15 semi-circular 
arches with intermediate pilasters. Rebuilt on south-west side as 
part of road widening in 1922. It retains its function and setting, 
which continue to contribute to its value.  

High 

MM142 1196291 The Clock Tower Grade II Listed 
Building 

Visual landmark along Newark riverfront, built as offices with clock 
tower in 1860. Probable associations with either the railway or the 
river and associated businesses. The setting, though with some 
modern infill, remains largely unaltered and the proximity to other 
buildings and sites of commerce, contributes to its value.  

High 

MM226 1228701 Castle Railway 
Station 

Grade II Listed 
Building 

Built in 1846, for the Midland Railway Co. and retains its original 
setting and function, both of which contribute to its value. Group 
value and associations with the former Station Master's House 
(MM227) 

High 

MM227 1228717 Former Station 
Master's House 
at Castle Station 

Grade II Listed 
Building 

Former station masters’ house. Retains architectural and historic 
values by virtue of its association with the railway and group value 
with the station.  

High 

MM228 1228733 Causeway 
Arches 500m 
north-west of 
Level Crossing 

Grade II Listed 
Building 

Part of a 1770 causeway, designed by John Smeaton to carry the 
great North Road across the flood plain of the Trent. Known as 
Smeaton's Arches. Brick with stone coping and 9 semi-circular 
arches with intermediate pilasters. Rebuilt on south-west side as 
part of road widening in 1922. It retains its function and setting, 

High 
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MM no. NHLE/HER 
No(s). 

Name Designation Description of value Value / 
sensitivity 

which continue to contribute to its value.  

MM230 1228781 Causeway 
Arches and 
Embankment 
Walling 50m 
north-west of 
Trent Bridge 

Grade II Listed 
Building 

Part of Smeaton's Causeway Arches. This section includes the 
addition of mid 19thC gate inserted as entrance to the cattle market. 
It retains its function and setting which contribute to its value.  

High 

MM231 1228791 Causeway 
Culvert 135m 
north-west of 
Level Crossing 

Grade II Listed 
Building 

A culvert to Smeaton's Arches and part of the structure of the 
causeway over the Trent floodplain. Retains its function and setting 
which contribute to its value.  

High 

MM389 1297727 Causeway 
Culvert 420m 
north-west of 
Level Crossing 

Grade II Listed 
Building 

A culvert to Smeaton's Arches and part of the structure of the 
causeway over the Trent floodplain. Retains its function and setting 
which contribute to its value.  

High 

MM232 1228797 Goods 
Warehouse 150m 
north-east of 
Castle Station 

Grade II Listed 
Building 

Goods warehouse to the railway. Values are derived from its 
architectural quality historic interest due to connections with the 
railway and associated economics. It retains its setting and is co-
located with the railway, the station and station masters’ house. 
These factors contribute to its value.  

High 

MM233 1228818 North Malt 
Warehouse 

Grade II Listed 
Building 

Former malthouse, with technical interest as an early example of 
mass concrete construction. Surviving floors are carried on iron 
columns and kiln spaces survive. Values are derived from these 
architectural and historic interests. It retains a function as a 
warehouse and its setting close to both the river and the railway, 
which contributes to its value 

High 

MM332 1287580 Trent Bridge Grade II Listed 
Building 

The asset is a key structure along the Great North Road, spanning 
the River Trent. Its setting, prominence and visibility within that 
setting contributes to its value.  

High 

MM387 1297725 The Firs Grade II Listed 
Building 

Domestic dwelling of circa 1800s. Once within an immediate rural 
location, with orchard and warehouse buildings close to the river, 
with which it may have been connected. Now, retains only an 
immediate garden setting, within a housing estate. Its value is 

High 
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MM no. NHLE/HER 
No(s). 

Name Designation Description of value Value / 
sensitivity 

therefore derived from its architectural and historic interests only, 
with no contribution made by the wider setting.  

MM063 1178837 Church of All 
Saints 

Grade II Listed 
Building 

19th century parish church by S. G. Parry. Architectural, social, 
communal and historic interest. It's village setting, and position 
within the community contributes to its value  

High  

MM427 1001318 Newark Castle 
Cardens 

Grade II 
Registered Park 
and Garden 

Values are derived from historic and communal interests as a 
Jubilee Memorial for Queen Victoria and now forms part of the 
setting to Newark Castle.  

High  

MM428 N/A Averham 
Conservation 
Area 

Conservation 
Area 

The conservation area (CA) boundary focuses on the historic core 
of the village. Narrow lanes, lined with 18th, 19th and 20th century 
red brick buildings and mature vegetation contribute to the area a 
rural character. Prehistoric, Roman archaeology contribute to the 
historic interest of the area. Averham Manor is a Scheduled 
Monument and survives as moated earthworks.  

Medium 

MM429 N/A Farndon 
Conservation 
Area 

Conservation 
Area 

The CA boundary covers the historic core of Farndon. Evidence of 
Paleolithic settlement. Situated on the eastern side of the Roman 
Fosse Way. Mature vegetation, verges and gardens all contribute 
to the rural character of the area. Narrow lanes, boundary walls, 
and a centrally situated church, as well as surviving 18th and 19th 
century buildings contribute to a quintessential village character. 
Later 20th and 21st century development encroaching.  

Medium 

MM430 N/A Kelham 
Conservation 
Area 

Conservation 
Area 

The CA boundary includes the historic core of the village, including 
Kelham Hall, St Wilfred's Church and the surrounding 
parkland/landscaped gardens. Overall, the character is of a quiet, 
rural village, with many historic buildings of the 18th and 19th 
century providing a strong architectural quality.  

High  

MM431 N/A Newark 
Conservation 
Area 

Conservation 
Area 

Newark CA has historic, architectural, communal and 
archaeological value. The River Trent contributes to the setting of 
the CA and would have been a deciding factor in the evolution of 
the settlement. The conservation area is on the Historic England 
Heritage at Risk register with a condition of 'very bad'.  

High  

MM432 N/A Winthorpe 
Conservation 

Conservation 
Area 

A secluded rural character, with notable Civil War archaeology, 
high status houses and estate cottages. Mentioned in Domesday 

High  
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MM no. NHLE/HER 
No(s). 

Name Designation Description of value Value / 
sensitivity 

Area Book 
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Table 1-2: Assessment of heritage value for key designated cultural heritage assets within the Scheme study area 

MM No. NHLE/HER 
No(s) 

Name Designation Description of value Value / 
sensitivity 

MM502 MNT27240 Mesolithic - Late 
Neolithic Site at 
Farndon 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of worked flint artefacts, dating to the 
Mesolithic and Neolithic periods. Although there is no evidence 
for an associated settlement, it is likely that the original deposits 
have been destroyed. The value of the asset is derived from its 
archaeological interest, as an example of Mesolithic and early 
Neolithic occupation. However, its archaeological interest is 
diminished as in-situ deposits have been destroyed by natural 
and anthropogenic processes. 

Medium 

MM503 M3571 Palaeolithic Site at 
Farndon 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of worked flint artefacts, dating to the upper 
Palaeolithic period. The evidence suggests that the artefacts 
derive from an open air site, however the original deposits have 
been destroyed by natural or anthropogenic processes. The 
value of the asset is derived from its archaeological interest, as a 
rare example of Palaeolithic activity. However, its archaeological 
interest is diminished as in-situ deposits have been destroyed by 
natural and anthropogenic processes. 

High 

MM505 M18427 Neolithic / early 
Bronze Age 
settlement at 
Langford 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of a possible Neolithic/early Bronze Age 
settlement, defined by a spread of pits and post holes with an 
extensive assemblage of finds. The value of the asset is derived 
from its archaeological interest, as a rare example of a late 
Neolithic/early Bronze Age settlement. However, its 
archaeological interest is diminished as the remains have been 
largely excavated. 

Medium 

MM506 M3018 IA or Romano-British 
Settlement at 
Farndon 

Non-Designated The asset comprises a complex arrangement of enclosures, 
which are thought to be Iron Age and/or Roman in date. 
Artefacts recovered from this complex include Roman pottery, 
brooches and coins. The value of the asset is derived from its 
archaeological interest, as evidence for Iron Age and Roman 
settlement activity. 

Medium 

MM507 L12212 Roman agger, Fosse 
Way, Langford 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of the Roman road, known as Fosse Way. 
The road runs from Exeter to Lincoln and broadly follows the line 
of the current A46. Excavation of the road has revealed that a 

Low 
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MM No. NHLE/HER 
No(s) 

Name Designation Description of value Value / 
sensitivity 

cambered agger survives in places. The value of the asset is 
derived from its archaeological interest, as an example of the 
Roman military presence within the area. However, its 
archaeological interest is diminished as the remains of the asset 
have been reused repeatedly as transport routes throughout the 
subsequent years since its construction. 

MM514 M8317 Roman Settlement at 
Averham 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of an enclosure complex, interpreted as 
Roman in date. There are at least two enclosures, as well as a 
series of linear features. There are also a number of other, 
undated, enclosures and possible settlements in the surrounding 
fields (e.g. M8320; M2959). The value of the asset is derived 
from its archaeological interest, as evidence for Roman 
settlement activity. The asset also derives group value from its 
association with other, broadly contemporary settlement 
complexes which are located nearby. 

Medium 

MM515 M8320 Settlement at Kelham Non-Designated The asset comprises of an enclosure complex, interpreted as 
Roman in date. There is an enclosure, as well as a series of 
linear features. There are also a number of other, undated, 
enclosures and possible settlements in the surrounding fields 
(e.g. M8317; M2959). The value of the asset is derived from its 
archaeological interest, as evidence for Roman settlement 
activity. The asset also derives group value from its association 
with other, broadly contemporary settlement complexes which 
are located nearby. 

Medium 

MM538 M2959 Settlement at Kelham Non-Designated The asset comprises of an enclosure complex, interpreted as 
Roman in date. There are several enclosures, as well as a 
series of linear and circular features. There are also a number of 
other, undated, enclosures and possible settlements in the 
surrounding fields (e.g. M8317; M8320). The value of the asset 
is derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence for 
Roman settlement activity. The asset also derives group value 
from its association with other, broadly contemporary settlement 
complexes which are located nearby. 

Medium 
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MM No. NHLE/HER 
No(s) 

Name Designation Description of value Value / 
sensitivity 

MM539 M3447 Watermills at 
Averham 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of the site of a number of watermills, which 
are believed to be medieval in date. The mills belonged to the 
Sutton family and are depicted on a map, alongside an 
associated leet and weir along the River Trent. The value of the 
asset is derived from its archaeological interest, as an example 
of medieval industrial activity and past water management. 

Low 

MM541 M3606 Settlement at 
Winthorpe 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of an enclosure complex, interpreted as 
Roman in date. There are several enclosures, as well as a 
series of linear and circular features. The value of the asset is 
derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence for Roman 
settlement activity. 

Medium 

MM558 M18367 Medieval Settlement 
of Osmundthorpe, 
Northgate, Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises the medieval settlement of Osmundthorpe. 
The settlement is thought to have formed a hamlet and lay 
outside the town walls of Newark and along the Fosse Way 
(Northgate). The settlement is known primarily through 
excavations, which have revealed buildings, boundary ditches, 
agricultural activity and a large quantity of medieval pottery. The 
value of the asset is derived from its archaeological interest, as 
an example of a small medieval settlement. However, its 
archaeological interest is diminished as the remains of the asset 
have been excavated in places and built over. 

Low 

MM559 M3093 Medieval Road at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of a medieval road, which linked Newark 
and Muskham Bridge. The course of the road is primarily known 
from contemporary maps and plans. The value of the asset is 
derived from its archaeological interest, as an example of a 
historic transport route. However, the archaeological interest is 
diminished as parts of the route have been built over. 

Low 

MM562 M3691 St Leonard's Hospital 
and Cemetery at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of a medieval hospital and 
associated cemetery. St. Leonard's was founded as a leper 
hospital in 1130 and demolished in 1640. Excavations 
throughout the 20th century have found remains of the church 
and several burials. The asset derives its value from its 
archaeological interest, as an example of a medieval hospital 

Low 
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and associated cemetery. However, this interest is diminished as 
parts of the site have been excavated and built over. 

MM572 L3480 Weir at Averham Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of a medieval weir. The weir on the 
River Trent is thought to have been built at the request of the 
Sutton family in the 16th century to ensure that water was 
diverted along the Newark branch of the River Trent. The asset 
derives its value from its archaeological interest, as an example 
of medieval water management practices. 

Low 

MM574 L9927 Weir at Averham Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of an undated weir. The remains of 
weir were revealed along the river bank and measured 4m wide 
and 5m long. The asset derives its value from its archaeological 
interest, as an example of past water management practices. 

Low 

MM595 M18091 Quibell Bros Glue 
Factory, Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of a late 19th century chemical 
manure works. Quibell Brothers Ltd opened a chemical manure 
works on the site in 1880 and the site is still in operation today. 
Most of the surviving buildings are mid-20th century in date and 
located to the east of the railway track. The asset derives its 
value from its archaeological interest, as an example of a late 
19th century chemical manure works. However, its 
archaeological interest is diminished as remains of the asset 
have been partially built over. 

Low 

MM602 M18329 Well at Newark Non-Designated The asset comprises of a post-medieval well. The exact date of 
the asset is unknown, however only the upper portion was 
excavated. The well is 1m in diameter and lined with wedge-
shaped bricks. The asset derives its value from its 
archaeological interest, as an example of past water 
management practices.  

Low 

MM624 M3114 Second Line of 
Circumvallation at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises a line of siegeworks implemented during 
the Civil War. Newark occupied an important strategic position, 
close to a major road and the River Trent. The asset forms a 
wider group of recorded works constructed to aid the attack, and 
defence, of Newark during the Civil War, including sconces, 
bulwarks and camps. The asset derives its value from its 

Medium 
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archaeological interest, as an example of Civil War defences. 
The asset also derives group value from its association with 
other Civil War defence and siegeworks recorded around 
Newark. 

MM627 M3242 Well at Kelham Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of a post-medieval well. The asset 
derives its value from its archaeological interest, as an example 
of past water management practices.  

Low 

MM628 M3243 Well at Kelham Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of a post-medieval well. The asset 
derives its value from its archaeological interest, as an example 
of past water management practices.  

Low 

MM633 M3452 Well at Averham Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of a post-medieval well. The asset 
derives its value from its archaeological interest, as an example 
of past water management practices.  

Low 

MM635 M3490 Well at Newark Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of a post-medieval well. The asset 
derives its value from its archaeological interest, as an example 
of past water management practices.  

Low 

MM642 M3837 Well at Newark Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of a post-medieval well. The asset 
derives its value from its archaeological interest, as an example 
of past water management practices.  

Low 

MM643 M5639 C17 Bridge at Kelham Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of a bridge, crossing the River 
Trent. A bridge is recorded here in the 17th century, linking 
Newark to Kelham and crossing the River Trent approximately 
300m upstream from the present day bridge. The bridge is 
reported to have been destroyed during the Civil War. The asset 
derives its value from its archaeological interest, as an example 
of a former transport link. 

Low 

MM644 M5664 Civil War Redoubt at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of the site of a Royalist redoubt, which 
formed part of the Civil War defences of Newark. Newark 
occupied an important strategic position, close to major roads 
and the River Trent. The asset forms a wider group of recorded 
works constructed to aid the attack, and defence, of Newark 
during the Civil War, including sconces, bulwarks and camps. 
The asset derives its value from its archaeological interest, as an 

Medium 
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example of Civil War defences. The asset also derives group 
value from its association with other Civil War defence and 
siegeworks recorded around Newark. 

MM645 M5665 Civil War Gun Battery 
at Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of a gun battery, built by the Scots 
Army and directed against Newark during the Civil War. Newark 
occupied an important strategic position, close to major roads 
and the River Trent. The asset forms a wider group of recorded 
works constructed to aid the attack, and defence, of Newark 
during the Civil War, including sconces, bulwarks and camps. 
The asset derives its value from its archaeological interest, as an 
example of Civil War defences. The asset also derives group 
value from its association with other Civil War defence and 
siegeworks recorded around Newark. 

Medium 

MM648 M5668 Civil War Dam at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of a dam, built on the River Trent to 
cut off the water to the mills of Newark during the 1646 siege of 
the Civil War. Newark occupied an important strategic position, 
close to major roads and the River Trent. The asset forms a 
wider group of recorded works constructed to aid the attack, and 
defence, of Newark during the Civil War, including sconces, 
bulwarks and camps. The asset derives its value from its 
archaeological interest, as an example of Civil War defences. 
The asset also derives group value from its association with 
other Civil War defence and siegeworks recorded around 
Newark. 

Medium 

MM649 M5669 Civil War Redoubt at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of a Parliamentarian redoubt, 
which was built to defend a nearby dam (M5668) during the 
1646 siege of the Civil War. Newark occupied an important 
strategic position, close to major roads and the River Trent. The 
asset forms a wider group of recorded works constructed to aid 
the attack, and defence, of Newark during the Civil War, 
including sconces, bulwarks and camps. The asset derives its 
value from its archaeological interest, as an example of Civil War 
defences. The asset also derives group value from its 

Medium 
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association with other Civil War defence and siegeworks 
recorded around Newark. 

MM655 M5800 Moll's Hornwork at 
Winthorpe 

Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of an earthwork, known as Moll's 
Hornwork, built during the Civil War. Newark occupied an 
important strategic position, close to major roads and the River 
Trent. The asset forms a wider group of recorded works 
constructed to aid the attack, and defence, of Newark during the 
Civil War, including sconces, bulwarks and camps. The asset 
derives its value from its archaeological interest, as an example 
of Civil War defences. The asset also derives group value from 
its association with other Civil War defence and siegeworks 
recorded around Newark. However, the archaeological interest 
of the asset is diminished as the site has been built over. 

Medium 

MM656 M8312 Farmstead at 
Averham 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated enclosure complex. There 
are at least two enclosures, as well as a series of linear and 
curving features. There are also a number of other, undated, 
enclosures and possible settlements in the surrounding fields 
(e.g. M8314; M8316). The value of the asset is derived from its 
archaeological interest, as evidence for past settlement activity 
and landscape organisation. The asset also derives group value 
from its association with other, enclosure complexes which are 
located nearby. 

Medium 

MM657 M8314 Settlement at 
Averham 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated enclosure complex. There 
are several enclosures and a number of other, undated, 
enclosures and possible settlements are visible as cropmarks in 
the surrounding fields (e.g. M8312; M8316). The value of the 
asset is derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence for 
past settlement activity and landscape organisation. The asset 
also derives group value from its association with other, 
enclosure complexes which are located nearby. 

Medium 

MM658 M8315 Settlement at 
Averham 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated enclosure complex. There 
are several enclosures, as well as linear features. A number of 
other, undated, enclosures and possible settlements are visible 

Medium 
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as cropmarks in the surrounding fields (e.g. M8312; M8316). 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological interest, 
as evidence for past settlement activity and landscape 
organisation. The asset also derives group value from its 
association with other, enclosure complexes which are located 
nearby. 

MM659 M8316 Farmstead at 
Averham 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated enclosure complex. There 
are several enclosures, as well as linear and circular features. A 
number of other, undated, enclosures and possible settlements 
are visible as cropmarks in the surrounding fields (e.g. M8312; 
M8314). The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological 
interest, as evidence for past settlement activity and landscape 
organisation. The asset also derives group value from its 
association with other, enclosure complexes which are located 
nearby. 

Medium 

MM660 M8401 First Line of 
Circumvallation at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises a line of siegeworks implemented during 
the Civil War. Newark occupied an important strategic position, 
close to major roads and the River Trent. The asset forms a 
wider group of recorded works constructed to aid the attack, and 
defence, of Newark during the Civil War, including sconces, 
bulwarks and camps. The asset derives its value from its 
archaeological interest, as an example of Civil War defences. 
The asset also derives group value from its association with 
other Civil War defence and siegeworks recorded around 
Newark. 

Medium 

MM661 M8442 Civil War Redoubt at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of the site of a Parliamentarian redoubt, 
located on the second line of circumvallation. Newark occupied 
an important strategic position, close to major roads and the 
River Trent. The asset forms a wider group of recorded works 
constructed to aid the attack, and defence, of Newark during the 
Civil War, including sconces, bulwarks and camps. The asset 
derives its value from its archaeological interest, as an example 
of Civil War defences. The asset also derives group value from 

Medium 
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its association with other Civil War defence and siegeworks 
recorded around Newark. 

MM662 M8471 Supposed Site of 
Redoubt at Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of a supposed site of a redoubt, built during 
the Civil War. Newark occupied an important strategic position, 
close to major roads and the River Trent. The asset forms a 
wider group of recorded works constructed to aid the attack, and 
defence, of Newark during the Civil War, including sconces, 
bulwarks and camps. The asset derives its value from its 
archaeological interest, as an example of Civil War defences. 
The asset also derives group value from its association with 
other Civil War defence and siegeworks recorded around 
Newark. However, the archaeological interest is diminished as 
the site has been built over and no trace was found during 
previous excavations. 

Low 

MM671 MNT27174 Enclosures and linear 
features, Crees Lane, 
Farndon 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of undated enclosures and linear features, 
revealed during geophysical survey. Although undated, the 
asset is located close to a recorded Iron Age and Roman 
cropmark complex and may form part of the same system 
(M3018). The value of the asset is derived from its 
archaeological interest, as evidence for past settlement activity 
and landscape organisation. The asset also derives group value 
from its association with other, enclosure complexes which are 
located nearby. 

Medium 

MM672 MNT27591 Clapper Gate Non-Designated The asset comprises an undated clapper gate associated with 
the River Trent. Historically, clapper gates along the River Trent 
are associated with the horse towing path along the river from 
Shardlow to Gainsborough, which was approved as part of an 
Act of Parliament in 1783. The primary function of the gate was 
to allow horses and people to pass through field boundaries 
while preventing livestock from straying. The value of the asset 
is therefore derived from its historic interest, as a feature of a 
historic transport route and a unique asset along the towpath 

Low 
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adjacent to the River Trent. The River Trent also therefore 
defines the setting of the asset. 

MM674 MNT27732 Clapper Gate 5 Non-Designated Undated clapper gate associated with the River Trent. See 
above. 

Low 

MM675 MNT27735 Clapper Gate 6 Non-Designated Undated clapper gate associated with the River Trent. See 
MM603. 

Low 

MM678 MNT27738 Clapper Gate 9 Non-Designated Undated clapper gate associated with the River Trent. See 
MM603. 

Low 

MM679 MNT27739 Clapper Gate 10 Non-Designated Undated clapper gate associated with the River Trent. See 
MM603. 

Low 

MM687 MNT3786 Sluice at Winthorpe Non-Designated The asset is a post-medieval sluice (pre-1919), located on the 
River Trent. The asset is marked on Ordnance Survey mapping 
from 1892-1914. The value of the asset is derived from its 
historic interest, through its association with the River Trent as a 
water management feature. The River Trent also therefore 
defines the setting of the asset. 

Low 

MM688 MNT3787 Weir at Newark Non-Designated The asset is a post-medieval weir (pre-1919), located on the 
River Trent within close proximity to the sluice (MM618). The 
asset is marked on Ordnance Survey mapping from 1888-1914. 
The value of the asset is derived from its historic interest, 
through its association with the River Trent as a water 
management feature. The River Trent also therefore defines the 
setting of the asset. 

Low 

MM714 MNT14433 Malthouse Workers 
Houses at Farndon 
Road, Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises a block of five, 19th century workers' 
housing, built for the workers at a nearby Malthouse. The north 
east end building may have been for the foreman, but may also 
have been used as offices at one point due to its position at the 
road entrance to the maltings. The buildings are plainly 
decorated terraced houses comprised of red brick in common 
bond with casement windows and three projecting porches. 
Once within an immediate rural location. Now, retains only an 
immediate garden setting, within a housing estate. The value of 
the asset is therefore derived from its historic and architectural 

Low 
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interest only, as an example of 19th century workers housing, 
with no contribution made by the wider setting.  

MM715 MNT14436 Trent Works; Windsor 
& Stephenson at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises a 19th century two storey building, formerly 
part of a large complex of workshops and offices. The ground 
floor is red brick in Flemish bond with a rendered second floor. 
Other features include alternating fish scale and tile roof, two 
partially rendered dormers, brick and moulded lintels above 
large modern PVC windows, brick stringcourse and moulded 
cornice. The value of the asset is derived from its historic and 
architectural interest as an example of a 19th century building. Its 
setting has changed slightly since the complex of 
workshops/offices have been demolished. 

Low 

MM719 MNT14446 Terraced Houses at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises a single terrace of three houses, which 
may have been for maltings workers. The buildings are 
comprised of red brick in English bond with a gabled roof, 
modern PVC sash windows, brick stringcourse and cornice, two 
chimney stacks and stone lintels and sills. The assets were 
formerly surrounded by agricultural land, with it now only 
retaining its garden in a housing estate. The value of the asset is 
derived from its historic and architectural interest only, as an 
example of 19th century workers housing with no contribution 
made by its setting. 

Low 

MM736 MNT14488 Flour Mill at Newark Non-Designated The asset comprises an early 19th century flour mill complex, 
including mill owner's residence and office block. The building is 
two bays long, three storeys in height with a slate covered gable 
roof. The owner of the property states that the building was taller 
but was reduced, likely after the building ceased being used as a 
mill in 1930. Formerly within an agricultural landscape with 
workers housing to the south east, the asset is now surrounded 
by residential development and has only retained its garden. The 
value of the asset is derived from its historic and architectural 
interest only, as an example of agricultural and industrial 
practices and no contribution is made by its setting. 

Low 
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MM740 MNT14496 Malt Kiln Terrace at 
Newark 
 

Non-Designated This asset is the site of a late 19th century terrace.  Malt Kiln 
Terrace was built in 1879 and demolished c. 1980. The asset 
derives its value from archaeological interest, as an example of 
industrial activities within a domestic setting. However, the 
archaeolgoical interest is diminished as the asset has been 
removed. In this instance, setting does not contribute to the 
heritage value of the asset.  

Low 

MM747 MNT14507 Railway Bridge at 
Newark 

Non-Designated This asset is a former railway bridge built in 1866, likely to 
provide easy access for farm animals and other farming traffic. 
The value of the asset is derived from its association with the 
Nottingham & Lincoln railway line and as an example of a 
historic transport route.  

Low 

MM749 MNT14509 Railway Bridge at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises another former railway bridge, also built in 
1866. May have also been built to provide access for farm 
animals and other farming traffic, and specific traffic associated 
with the former  chemical manure works nearby. The value of 
the asset is derived from its historic interest, through its 
association with the Great Northern Railway and an example of 
a historic transport route.    

Low 

MM807 M3809 Bleaching House at 
Winthorpe 

Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of post-medieval cottages, which 
formed the residences of linen bleachers. The asset derives its 
value from its archaeological interest, as an example of industrial 
activities within a domestic setting.  

Low 

MM812 M3824 Two Mile House at 
Langford 
 

Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of a post-medieval farmstead, 
which was arranged in a regular plan around a central courtyard.  
The asset derives its value from its archaeologial interest as an 
example of past farming practices.  However its archaeological 
interest is diminished as a large part of the asset is truncated a 
roundabout.  

Low 

MM813 MNT14888 Former Chemical 
Works at Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises the former chemical manure works to the 
east of the current A46, dating to the 19th century. Only a small 
portion of the chemical manure works is still standing, as much 
of its was demolished to make way for the current A46. The 

Low 
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surviving structure is two storeys in height and comprised of red 
brick with stone sills and lintels and a brick cornice. The value of 
the asset is derived from its historic interest, as the surviving 
section of the 19th century chemical manure works.  

MM814 MNT14890 Newark Crossing Non-Designated "The asset comprises a 19th century level crossing built in 1852. 
Reputed to be the only surviving  

Low 

MM825 M8447 Windmill Site at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of a post-medieval windmill. The 
asset derives its value from its archaeological interest, as an 
example of past rural industrial practices.  

Low 

MM827 MNT26654 Grounds at Averham 
Parsonage 

Non-Designated The asset comprises a post-medieval designed landscape, 
associated with the Parsonage at Averham, now the Grade II 
listed Old Rectory. Small landscaped garden visible on 
Ordnance Survey mapping from the late 19th and early 20th 
century. The value of the asset is derived from its historic 
interest, as an example of a post-medieval designed landscape. 

Low 

MM828 MNT26671 Park at Kelham Hall Non-Designated The asset comprises a post-medieval designed landscape, 
designed by Nesfield for the Sutton family at Kelham Hall (Grade 
I listed). The parkland extended further south than it does today, 
with a fishpond in the south west. Open parkland with trees is 
mapped on Ordnance Survey mapping from the late 19th and 
early 20th century, with tree lined avenues and paths visible in 
the gardens of Kelham Hall. The value of the asset is derived 
from its historic interest, as an example of a post-medieval 
designed landscape. 

Medium 

MM829 MNT26674 Grounds at Langford 
Hall 

Non-Designated The asset comprises the post-medieval designed landscape, 
associated with the Grade II* listed Langford Hall. Ordnance 
Survey mapping from the late 19th and early 20th century maps 
open parkland with trees and pathways surrounding the hall. The 
value of the asset is derived from its historic interest, as an 
example of a post-medieval designed landscape. 

Low 

MM830 MNT26695 Park at Winthorpe 
Hall 

Non-Designated The asset comprises the post-medieval designed landscape, 
associated with the Grade II* listed Winthorpe Hall. The 
landscape comprised the gardens and woodland to the 

Low 
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immediate north and south of the hall, and the more open 
parkland to the west which stretched to the River Trent and was 
bisected by the railway in the late 19th and early 20th century.  
The value of the asset is derived from its historic interest, as an 
example of a post-medieval designed landscape. 

MM840 MNT14454 Webb Woollies Ltd at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises an early 20th century factory block. The 
building was originally two ranges, in use as offices. Also used 
as a warehouse as it is a large building. Exposed red brick wall 
to the rear (west), modern rendered material to the northern wall. 
Corrugated roof. Formerly on the outskirts of Newark within a 
more open agricultural landscape to the west, the asset is now 
bordered by further development to the east and west. The value 
of the asset is therefore derived from its historic interest only, as 
an example of an early 20th century industrial building with no 
contribution made by its setting.  

Low 

MM848 MNT27025 RAF Winthorpe Non-Designated The asset comprises potential below ground remains associated 
with the former RAF base, which opened in September 1940 as 
a satellite for RAF Swinderby. The asset derives its value from 
its historic and archaeological interest as an example of mid-20th 
century RAF base. Setting does not contribute to the heritage 
value of the asset. 

Low 

MM849 L10412 Pit Alignment at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated pit alignment. The asset 
derives its value from its archaeological interest, as an example 
of past landscape organisation practices. 

Low 

MM850 L10413 Ditch at Newark Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated ditch. The asset derives its 
value from its archaeological interest, as an example of past 
landscape organisation practices. 

Low 

MM858 L12286 Earthworks at Newark 
Kiln Marina, Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of undated boundary ditches, a lake and 
possible terraced ground. The asset derives its value from its 
archaeological interest, as an example of past landscape 
organisation practices. 

Low 

MM859 L2958 Enclosures at Kelham Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated enclosure complex. There 
are several enclosures and a number of other, undated, 

Medium 
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enclosures and possible settlements are visible as cropmarks in 
the surrounding fields (e.g. M8317). The value of the asset is 
derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence for past 
settlement activity and landscape organisation. The asset also 
derives group value from its association with other, enclosure 
complexes which are located nearby. 

MM861 L3009 Cropmark Complex at 
Averham 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated enclosure complex. There is 
an enclosure recorded, as well as a possible droveway. The 
value of the asset is derived from its archaeological interest, as 
evidence for past settlement activity and landscape organisation.  

Low 

MM864 L3025 Linear Features & ? 
Circle at Farndon 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated complex of linear and 
circular features. The value of the asset is derived from its 
archaeological interest, as evidence for past settlement activity 
and landscape organisation.  

Low 

MM865 L3028 Linear Features at 
Farndon 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated complex of a rectilinear field 
system. The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological 
interest, as evidence for past landscape organisation. However, 
its archaeological interest is diminished as the asset has been 
partially built over. 

Low 

MM869 L3162 Linear Features & 
Enclosure at Averham 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated enclosure and linear feature 
complex. There are several enclosures and a number of other, 
undated, enclosures and possible settlements are visible as 
cropmarks in the surrounding fields (e.g M8316). The value of 
the asset is derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence 
for past settlement activity and landscape organisation. The 
asset also derives group value from its association with other, 
enclosure complexes which are located nearby. 

Medium 

MM870 L3249 Oval Depression at 
Kelham 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of a possible undated pond. The value of 
the asset is derived from its archaeological interest, as an 
example of past agricultural practices. 

Low 

MM872 L3485 Spring at Newark Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated spring. The value of the 
asset is derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence of 
past water management practices. 

Low 
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MM876 L3607 Cropmark Complex at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated enclosure complex. 
Although undated, the complex is similar in morphology to 
known Iron Age and Roman enclosure complexes. The value of 
the asset is derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence 
for past settlement activity and landscape organisation.  

Medium 

MM877 L3623 Circular Enclosure at 
Langford 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated enclosure complex. The 
complex consists of an enclosure, a possible field system and a 
ring ditch. Although undated, the complex is similar in 
morphology to known Iron Age and Roman enclosure 
complexes. The value of the asset is derived from its 
archaeological interest, as evidence for past settlement activity 
and landscape organisation.  

Medium 

MM878 L3661 Enclosure at Langford Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated enclosure. The value of the 
asset is derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence for 
past settlement activity and landscape organisation.  

Low 

MM884 L3778 Earthwork at 
Winthorpe 

Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of an undated earthwork. The 
earthwork is shown on historic mapping and was linear, with a 
slight curve between the railway and a former channel. It 
appears to form part of a larger system which follow the line of 
the river. The value of the asset is derived from its 
archaeological interest, as evidence of past water management. 

Low 

MM885 L3842 Earthwork and Pond 
at Winthorpe 

Non-Designated The asset comprises the site of an earthwork and pond. 
Although the asset can be seen on historic mapping, its original 
function is unclear. The value of the asset is derived from its 
archaeological interest, as evidence of past water management. 

Low 

MM890 L7838 Earthwork at Kelham Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated, L-shaped earthwork. It has 
been interpreted as a possible unfinished Civil War defence 
work. The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological 
interest, and its potential association with the Civil War. 

Low 

MM891 L8319 Enclosure at Averham Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated enclosure and pit complex. 
There are several enclosures and a number of other, undated, 
enclosures and possible settlements are visible as cropmarks in 
the surrounding fields (e.g M8315). Although undated, the asset 

Medium 
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is similar in morphology to Iron Age and Roman enclosure 
complexes. The value of the asset is derived from its 
archaeological interest, as evidence for past settlement activity 
and landscape organisation. The asset also derives group value 
from its association with other, enclosure complexes which are 
located nearby. 

MM893 L8398 Enclosure at Farndon Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated square enclosure. Although 
undated, the asset is similar in morphology to Iron Age and 
Roman enclosure complexes. The value of the asset is derived 
from its archaeological interest, as evidence for past settlement 
activity and landscape organisation.  

Low 

MM896 L8468 Linear Feature at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated enclosure complex. The 
complex consists of an enclosure, and possible trackway. There 
are several enclosures and a number of other, undated, 
enclosures and possible settlements are visible as cropmarks in 
the surrounding fields (e.g. L3607). Although undated, the 
complex is similar in morphology to known Iron Age and Roman 
enclosure complexes. The value of the asset is derived from its 
archaeological interest, as evidence for past settlement activity 
and landscape organisation. The asset also derives group value 
from its association with other, enclosure complexes which are 
located nearby. 

Medium 

MM902 L9699 Enclosure at Farndon Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated enclosure. The value of the 
asset is derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence for 
past settlement activity and landscape organisation.  

Low 

MM903 L9701 Enclosure & Pits at 
Newark 

Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated enclosure and pit complex. 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological interest, 
as evidence for past settlement activity and landscape 
organisation.  

Low 

MM906 L9740 Enclosures at Kelham Non-Designated The asset comprises of an undated enclosure complex. 
Although undated, there are also a number of other, undated, 
enclosures and possible settlements in the surrounding fields 
(e.g. M8320). The value of the asset is derived from its 

Medium 
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archaeological interest, as evidence for past settlement activity 
and landscape organisation. The asset also derives group value 
from its association with other, broadly contemporary settlement 
complexes which are located nearby. 

MM911 N/A Old Trent Dyke Non-Designated A watercourse known as the Old Trent Dyke. Modern drain 
represents relic palaeochannel related to the River Trent. The 
former course of the Old Trent Dyke appears on cartographic 
sources since 16th century, with historical references from the 
mid – 12th century. The exact age and history of the dyke is 
unknown.  The value of the asset is derived from its 
archaeological interest as evidence for past river systems and 
water/landscape management practices. 

Low 

MM912 N/A Palaeochannel 
associated with the 
Old Trent Dyke 

Non-Designated EA Lidar data shows a potential paleaochannel on the southern 
side of the Old Trent Dyke. The value of the asset is derived 
from its archaeological interest as evidence for past river 
systems. 

Medium 

MM930 N/A Possible enclosure 
sites and associated  
archaeological 
features 

Non-Designated The asset comprises multiple linear features forming several 
enclosure settlements, one located within the northern extent of 
Area 20 and the other within the southern extent. Possibly 
Roman in date. A possible palaeochannel spans from east to 
west within the southern extent. The value of the asset is derived 
from its archaeological interest, as evidence for past settlement 
activity and landscape organisation. 

Medium 

MM931 N/A Possible enclosure 
site,  palaeochannel 
and relict field system 

Non-Designated The asset comprises a possible palaeochannel which extends 
from Area 20 within the western extent of Area 21. An enclosure 
extending from Area 20 can also be seen within the western 
extent of Area 21, which may be Roman in date. The value of 
the asset is derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence 
for past river systems. 

Medium 

MM932 N/A Possible 
archaeological feature 

Non-Designated The asset comprises a possible cropmark enclosure, which can 
be seen within the north-western extent of Area 22. The value of 
the asset is derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence 
of past settlement activity and landscape organisation. 

Medium 
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MM933 N/A Possible enclosure 
site and/or relict field 
system 

Non-Designated The asset comprises several linear feature can be seen within 
the centre of Area 24, these feature appear to form a large 
enclosure which may be Roman in date. Within the south-
western extent of Area 24 a field boundary can be seen 
travelling north-west to south-east. The value of the asset is 
derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence of past 
settlement activity and landscape organisation. 

Medium 

MM935 N/A Possible 
archaeological 
features 

Non-Designated The asset comprises possible discrete features located within 
the south-eastern extent of Area 28. The value of the asset is 
derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence of past 
settlement activity and landscape organisation. 

Low 

MM936 N/A Possible 
archaeological 
features 

Non-Designated Discrete features can be seen located sporadically throughout 
Area 29, along with two possible quarry pits located along the 
south-eastern border of Area 29. The value of the asset is 
derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence of past 
settlement activity, landscape organisation and mineral 
extraction practices. 

Low 

MM937 N/A Possible ring ditch, 
barrows and ditches 

Non-Designated A possible ring ditch c.10m in diameter and two possible 
barrows c.20m in diameter of Neolithic or Early Bronze Age 
origin identified in Area 30. The value of the asset is derived 
from its archaeological interest, as evidence of past settlement 
activity, including funeral practices, and landscape organisation. 

Medium 

MM938 N/A Possible ditches/field 
boundaries 

Non-Designated The corner of a fence line can be seen within the south-western 
extent of Area 32. Possibly a Roman enclosure although may be 
related to RAF Winthorpe. Within the north-eastern extent a 
linear feature can be seen travelling on a south-west to north-
east alignment. The value of the asset is derived from its 
archaeological interest, as evidence of past settlement activity 
and landscape organisation. 

Low 

MM940 N/A Former course of 
Parish boundary 
identified during 
watching brief 

Non-Designated Parish Boundary ditch 2m wide by 1m deep mostly following the 
line of current ditch but angling away from the ditch further 
eastwards near to the airstrip. The value of the asset is derived 

Low 
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from its archaeological interest, as evidence of past settlement 
activity and landscape organisation. 

MM941 N/A Former Manor house 
located during 
watching brief 

Non-Designated Manor House possibly dated to the 17th Century assumed to 
have been slighted during the English Civil War. The value of the 
asset is derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence of 
past settlement and Civil War related activity. 

Medium 

MM942 N/A Possible ditches/field 
boundaries 

Non-Designated Possible linear ditches/drains identified in Area 25 not depicted 
on historic mapping but may indicate former field boundaries. 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological interest, 
as evidence of past landscape organisation and use. 

Low 

MM943 N/A Possible ditches and 
pits 

Non-Designated Possible ditches and pits/spreads identified in Area 26,  which 
correspond to cropmarks identifies by aerial imagery. The value 
of the asset is derived from its archaeological interest, as 
evidence of past landscape organisation and use. 

Low 

MM944 N/A Possible ditches/field 
boundaries/pits 

Non-Designated Possible linear ditches/drains and pits/spreads identified in Area 
27. Not depicted on historic mapping. The value of the asset is 
derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence of past 
landscape organisation and use. 

Low 

MM945 N/A Possible enclosure 
site and/or relict field 
system 

Non-Designated Possible network of interconnected ditches indicative of ancient 
enclosure or field system and the partial footprint of a rectilinear 
enclosure identified in Area 48. The value of the asset is derived 
from its archaeological interest, as evidence of past settlement 
activity and landscape organisation.  

Medium 

MM946 N/A Possible ditches/field 
boundaries/drains 

Non-Designated Possible ditch/drain and relict field boundaries identified in Area 
49. The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological 
interest, as evidence of past landscape organisation and use. 

Low 

MM947 N/A Possible ditches Non-Designated Possible ditch/drainage chanels or levelled bank and possible 
natural iron rich deposits identified in Area 51. The value of the 
asset is derived from its archaeological interest, as evidence of 
past landscape organisation and use. 

Low 

MM948 N/A Paleochannel on 
route of ditch 

Non-Designated Paleochannel identified through archaeological and 
geoarchaeological monitoring (MM1266) undertaken by YAT as 
part of the A46 Newark Bypass Scheme. Follows line of modern 

Medium 
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drainage ditch. Identified in YAT boreholes 46, 47, 54.  
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 
geoarchaeological interest as evidence for past river systems 
and associated with their potential to mask and preserve early 
prehistoric activity. 

MM949 N/A Organic deposit  Non-Designated An organic deposit identified through geoarchaeological coring 
(MM1265) undertaken by AMS as part of the A46 Newark 
Bypass Scheme. Not associated with any currently known 
paleochannel. Identified in AMS borehole 27. 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 
geoarchaeological interest as evidence for past river systems 
and associated with their potential to mask and preserve early 
prehistoric activity including environmental remains 

Medium 

MM950 N/A Paleochannel Non-Designated A paleochannel identified through archaeological and 
geoarchaeological monitoring (MM1266) undertaken by YAT as 
part of the A46 Newark Bypass Scheme. Runs alongside the 
route of the medieval road (MM559) directly east of the Great 
Northern Road. AMS geoarchaeological coring (MM1265) 
targeted this feature with borehole 26, however no organic 
deposits were recorded. Likely to be related to (MM951). 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 
geoarchaeological interest as evidence for past river systems 
and associated with their potential to mask and preserve early 
prehistoric activity 

Medium 

MM951 N/A Paleochannel Non-Designated Paleochannel identified through archaeological and 
geoarchaeological monitoring (MM1266) undertaken by YAT and 
geoarchaeological coring (MM1265) undertaken by AMS as part 
of the A46 Newark Bypass Scheme. Identified in AMS borehole 
25. Likely to be related to (MM950). 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 
geoarchaeological interest as evidence for past river systems 
and associated with their potential to mask and preserve early 
prehistoric activity 

Medium 
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MM952 N/A Paleochannel Non-Designated Paleochannel identified through archaeological and 
geoarchaeological monitoring (MM1266) undertaken by YAT and 
geoarchaeological coring (MM1265) undertaken by AMS as part 
of the A46 Newark Bypass Scheme. Identified in AMS borehole 
21 and YAT boreholes 28, 35. 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 
geoarchaeological interest as evidence for past river systems 
and associated with their potential to mask and preserve early 
prehistoric activity 

Medium 

MM953 N/A Paleochannel/Organic 
deposits 

Non-Designated Paleochannel identified through geoarchaeological coring 
(MM1265) undertaken by AMS as part of the A46 Newark 
Bypass Scheme. AMS borehole 23 identified organic deposits in 
this location. The YAT archaeological and geoarchaeological 
monitoring (MM1266) identified a paleochannel to the north 
(MM952) and to the south west outside of the Order Limits of the 
Scheme. it is considered that the paleochannel would continue 
through this location.   
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 
geoarchaeological interest as evidence for past river systems 
and associated with their potential to mask and preserve early 
prehistoric activity including environmental remains 

Medium 

MM954 N/A Organic Deposits Non-Designated An organic deposit identified through geoarchaeological coring 
(MM1265) undertaken by AMS as part of the A46 Newark 
Bypass Scheme. Deposit identified within AMS borehole 18. 
Deposit not associated with any currently known paleochannel.  
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 
geoarchaeological interest as evidence for past river systems 
and associated with their potential to mask and preserve early 
prehistoric activity including environmental remains 

Medium 

MM955 N/A Paleochannel Non-Designated Paleochannel identified through archaeological and 
geoarchaeological monitoring (MM1266) undertaken by YAT and 
geoarchaeological coring (MM1265) undertaken by AMS as part 
of the A46 Newark Bypass Scheme. Identified within AMS 

Medium 
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borehole 13. 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 
geoarchaeological interest as evidence for past river systems 
and associated with their potential to mask and preserve early 
prehistoric activity 

MM956 N/A Paleochannel Non-Designated Paleochannel identified through identified through 
archaeological and geoarchaeological monitoring (MM1266) 
undertaken by YAT and geoarchaeological coring (MM1265) 
undertaken by AMS as part of the A46 Newark Bypass Scheme. 
Likely to be a former route of the Old Trent Dyke. Related to 
MM958. AMS borehole 9, YAT borehole 13, 3. 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 
geoarchaeological interest as evidence for past river systems 
and associated with their potential to mask and preserve early 
prehistoric activity 

Medium 

MM957 N/A Paleochannel Non-Designated Paleochannel identified through YAT mapping project and AMS 
geoarchaeological coring for this project. Related to MM959. 
YAT boreholes 51, 26, 27 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 
geoarchaeological interest as evidence for past river systems 
and associated with their potential to mask and preserve early 
prehistoric activity 

Medium 

MM958 N/A Paleochannel Non-Designated Paleochannel identified through YAT mapping project and YAT 
and AMS geoarchaeological coring for this project. Likely to be a 
former route of the Old Trent Dyke. Related to MM956. Potential 
continues east then south alongside the Old Trent Dyke. AMS 
borehole 14. 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 
geoarchaeological interest as evidence for past river systems 
and associated with their potential to mask and preserve early 
prehistoric activity 

Medium 

MM959 N/A Paleochannel Non-Designated Paleochannel identified through YAT mapping project and AMS 
geoarchaeological coring for this project. Related to MM957. 

Medium 
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AMS boreholes 33, 35 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 
geoarchaeological interest as evidence for past river systems 
and associated with their potential to mask and preserve early 
prehistoric activity 

MM960 N/A Paleochannel Non-Designated Paleochannel identified through YAT mapping project. AMS 
geoarchaeological coring for this project did not identify organic 
deposits in this area but did identify organic deposits in borehole 
4 to the north east. AMS boreholes 3, 4, 5. 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 
geoarchaeological interest as evidence for past river systems 
and associated with their potential to mask and preserve early 
prehistoric activity 

Medium 

MM961 N/A Paleochannel Non-Designated Paleochannel identified through YAT mapping project. AMS 
geoarchaeological coring for this project did not identify organic 
deposits in this area. AMS borehole 15 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 
geoarchaeological interest as evidence for past river systems 
and associated with their potential to mask and preserve early 
prehistoric activity 

Medium 

MM962 N/A Paleochannel Non-Designated Paleochannel identified through YAT mapping project. AMS 
geoarchaeological coring for this project did not identify organic 
deposits in this area. May relate to MM963. AMS borehole 1 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 
geoarchaeological interest as evidence for past river systems 
and associated with their potential to mask and preserve early 
prehistoric activity 

Medium 

MM963 N/A Organic Deposits Non-Designated Organic deposits identified through AMS  and YAT 
geoarchaeological coring either side of the A46 directly north of 
the River Trent’s current course. May indicate presence of a 
paleochannel. May relate to MM962. AMS boreholes 2, 10. YAT 
boreholes 2 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 

Medium 
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geoarchaeological interest as evidence for past river systems 
and associated with their potential to mask and preserve early 
prehistoric activity including environmental remains 

MM964 N/A Newark Civil War 
Landscape 

Non-Designated Wider landscape and interconnectivity of the Scheduled 
Monuments, surrounding surviving land and any related non 
designated assets from the Civil War era. 
The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological and 
historical interest and the collective value of the Scheduled and 
non-designated monuments related to the sieges of Newark 
during the Civil War. As well as the information that can be 
provided about the events of this era.  

Medium 
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